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HiRATIt• OF 1IAOBROMLEOULES
IN THE NATIVE AND DUATURD STATES

Biofizika P.L. Privalow and G.M. irevlishvili,
(Bliophysics) Institute of Physics, Academy of
Vol 12, No 1, 1967, pp 22-29 Sciences, Georgian SSR, Tbilisi

It is well known that the presence of water has a strong effect
on the structure and property of macromolecules. A wet macromolecule
Is far from being the same thing as a dry one. Judging from the curves
of sorption and desorption in proteins and nucleic acids they do not
behave as rigid, inert substrata, but rather as deformable reactive
substances changing their structure under the effect of water E1, 2].

The effect of water on the macromolecule, however, is not uni-
lateral and, in turn, it is poesible only as the result of change in
the structure of the water itself under the action of the macromolecule,

The different groups in the macromolecule structure -- polar,
apolar, and charged -0 are known to be able to act in different ways
on water structure by raising or lowering its degree of order (3, 4].
The conformation of the macromolecules, however, Is on the whole de-
termined by the efficiency of the various contacts, i.e., the condition
of minimva total free energy in the system.

There are at present great discrepancies in evaluating the thermo-
dynamic effects of the reaction of the different groups with water. For
the most part this involves the apolar groups, which exert a strong order-
ing effect on water (5] and at the same time occur in large amounts in
macromolecules. The varying estimates of the thermodynamic character-
Istics of their interaction with water has led to two view, opposed to
each otber in the extreme, of the effect of macromolecules an water
and of the factors determining their confoarmtion.

According to Kates E6] the ordering effect of apolar Wreupe
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on water is not thermodynamically efficient and therefore the macro-
molecule tends to adopt a compact conformation In which the numnber of
contacts betmoen apolar groups and water Is minimum, while at the
sam time Its ordering effect on the water Is also minim

The opposite view developed by F-lot. [7-9] proceeds from the
assumtion that the ordering effect of the &polar groups on water Is
thermodynamically effective and that the macromolecule conformation
will be meet stable which permits the greatest ordering of the water*
Starting from this model the denaturation of macromolecules represents
the destruction of extensive ordered water layers alongside the macro-
molecule .. the Welting of the ice-like framework* supporting Its
struue.m In other words, In this case denaturation moat be &accon-
peaied by reduced hydration of the macromolecule, while, as according
to lausmann, denaturation should lead to heightened hydration since in
this Feocesa the nu~er of contacts between &polar groups and water
asrovN larger,

Although Kauxmami's view has recently become more widespread [10J
It still cannot be considered unquestioned, and In solving this problem
the start meet obwiously be made from specific findings on vacromolecule
hydration.

Hydration of Native Macromolecules

There Is at present a great deal of experimental material on hy-
dration of macromolecules sinces for those purposes practically all the
methods senaitive to change in state of water have been emloyed,

The amount of bound water was calorimetrically measured from the
metting energies [11], from the copeablt yultrasonic soundings
(12, 133, from x-ray dispersion E14-16], from the autodiffusion rate of
the water (17, 18], from the electrical conductivity [19], and, finally,
by assas of nuclear magnetic resonance (M) [20-26] and high-frequency
permittivity (27-323.

To the calculation of hydration conducted by different authors
In diverse ways, however, there are subetantial discrepancies indicat-
Is$ either low sensitivity of the method or that the measured quantity
me after all mot so directly connected with the state of the water
as might sowem we proceeding from a simplified model,

This observation refers above all to the NO method which has
recently become widespread and whose findings have led different
authors to completely opposite conclusions.

Jacobson (203, for examle, believes that the NO method eambled
hem to confirm the existence of coordinated meter In solutions of DNA.
Later ia emusiderably impreve instuamests, however, It was impossible
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to discover any convincing indications of the existence of bound water
in DNA solutions [21, 26). In similar fashion the existence of bound
water was showm by the MOI method In agar gels by Hechter (22), but
Wlass at al. [21] came to a negative result.

The same say be said also of the data on hydration of globular
proteins, e.g., Bovey [23] is of the opinion that serum albumin leads
to no appreciable rise in the number of H bonds in water, but the
authors of Reference 25 arrive at a completely opposite conclusion
and consider that in solutions of ea$ albumin (which in this respect
cannot be qualitatively differentiated from serum albumin) there are
rigidly bound water molecules, while in denaturation their number
even Increases.

Usually most of the data on NO which might be regarded as too-
tifying in favor of the existence of ordered water in macromolecule
solutions way after critical analysis prove to be merely artifacts.
Thus, the cause of the widening of the line in macromolecule solutions
way also be increased viscosity [26] and diamagnetic enisotropy [21],
and even ferromagnetic anisotropy in the case of DN4A solutions [33].
The sensitivity of this method even In the most recent works is calcu-
lated at 5n [26]; therefore it Is in general not surprising that use
of this method was not even once able to give reliable data on water.

* Hydration estimated from the degree of high-frequency petmittiv-
ity apparently gives better results, but the error in determining the
quantity of bound water in solution reaches 2% even in this case [32].

Calorimetry proved to be particularly convenient for determining
macromolecule hydration. This method wakes it possible to ascertain the
quantity of bound water in solution with the greatest possible accuracy
at present -- 0.151. Moreover this method Is the most direct, and
hence also more vambiguous.

The basic idea of the method, its advantSega, and its clarity
become clear from the following two figures (Figs. 1 and 2) which rep-
resent the temperature dependence of the specific heat of 1 gram of
DNA and procollagen in the presence of different amounts of water.

Calorimetric measurements were made on an absolute vacuum adia-
batic calorimeter with a bulb of 0.8 cc volume. Into the bulb was put
50 to 100 mg of the preparation and the necessary amount of water.
The specific heat measured was converted either for grams of dry weight
or the partial specific heat of the water in solution was computed.
Accuracy in determining the specific heat and melting points ensures
that the quantity of bound water will be found to an accuracy of up
to I a& is 800 ag of the total amount of water. A previous article E343
describes the calorimeter design, the method of prosesaing the data,
and the eamputation of oorreotions in great detail.
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Clea1/fWavoc CicuI/fre.'0 C As is evi-
dent from. the f ig-

Av ures the addition
of water up to a

Aý, certain limit leads
* to a certain abeorp-

* OPC region. Con-

water added passes
-N over into a state

which does not

-'W f -'r. -If I OP- nor become fluid
on subsequent heat-

Fig. 2. Temperature ing; in other words,
Dependence of Specific It Is In a bound
Reat of I gram 9f Pro- state or, more as-
collagen in Presence actly, In an ordered
of Different Amounts state.
of Water (0, 0.33,
0.64, 0.93, 1.26, and Only when

2.00 gram) voter is added In an
amount of more than

Fig. 1. Temperature De- 0.5 grem per graw of dry weight of DNA and
pendence of Specific Neat and 0.3 graw per dry weight of procollagen
of I grow of DMA In Pros- does a hump of heat absorption occur, imdi-
sonce of Different Amouts eating that there are already N bonds In the
of Voter (0.05, 0.73, 1.00, water which are capable of being frozen or

wad 2.40 gram) unfrozen by a chang In temperature. The
observed heat absorption is, however, cn

siderably diffuse with respect to temperature and shifted from 0OC
towards low tamperatwes. This indicates that the water which freezes

edconsequently Is free, undergoes a sawere effect of macromolecule
charges.

With Increase In the anout of water the beat absorption hump
develops Into a peak end is displaced toward 0OC, which indicates the
occurrence of layers of water which are under less Influence from
macromolecusles.

tt io noteworthy that the shape of the voter molting curve Is di.
rectly dependent on the mature of the macromolecule. As Fig. 3 sbows#
themmel absorption In the case of globular proteins Is spread over a
considerably narrower temperature range than in the case of fibrillary
pr cllege.. la solutions of DNA# however, melting begins at even lower
temperatwes. This effect to apparently coniditioned by the extent of
metoots between macomolecules and voter# the char$* concentration on

the sme olecale sufaces, and the esie of the individual cabrges (in



particular In the case of DNA, malting In the '250C Is, as evident, cool-
nected with the existence of phosphate charges.

With respect to the heat of melting or to observable are of the
peak the amount of water in the solution which melts when the solution
thawm, and consequently also the amount of bound water may be calculated
and the effect of the macromolecules on the water estimated*

Tables I gives the results of this sort of computation for differ-
ent macromolecules

Table 1. Hoc. mlecule Hydration

(gf)he 0,10H,1 4,01 0,15. cauoAw4Irs' 1171 ~i
6. lpNauU 0465. 2,40 2,8 0,40 ieunora cuaumnnonmO

035 owePwu copdmm.35
I 0,o30 yabipaasy (031, (i

(3)Osrowi Jr3 1205 .3,2 0,38. M W4M VOsTOwMItp,

- ~0,30 ,ymbapamyx I N i.M.
ý0,37 OAU V.0msmecp*Il

.0,34 pmen .em 1141 (
0,256 AN3.MeRsaU 0161- W )

~krIAIU 0,323 2,07 3,4 ... 1 YAbWSSSY1 (10

0,35 SAwM'eur b 1161(pe)

Key: (a) Preparation, (b) Hydration calorimetrically determined, ratio
of gra of 320 to gram. of dry wmight +0.005, (c) Stabilization, ratio
of moles of H20 to sales of the group, Td) Thickness of hydrated layer,
1, Ce,) Hydration (according to data In literature), ratio of grams of
120 to grams of dry wight, Mf method, (g) DNA, Mh 4jocollaten,
(I) Serum albumin, CJ) Egg albumen, (k) Hemoglobin, (J" Autodiffusian,
M~ Wetting heat of gelatin, (1) Sorption Isotherms, (n) Ultrasound,
(a) Dielectric constant, (o) Roentgenogrsm, (p) Electrical conductivity.

The second column gives the macomlecule hydration values io grome
of water per gram of dry vaightl the third column, the number of moles
of bound water per sale of the monoimer group; the fo~utb sosliam the
thiebmeass of the hydrate layer computed from the hydration fogad and
the geometric parameters of the macromolecules under the assumption that



the hydrate layer is compact and evenly covers the whole surface of
the macromolecule (which Is merely an assumption giving a rough figure
for a simplified model of the structured water beside the mecromolecules)$
and the two final colums give the hydration values derived by various
methods with the corresponding sources indicated.

Wa see that macromolecules actually to a considerable degree order
the water beside themselves, but this, of course, Is the total effect en-
8gndered by the action of different mechanisms -- ions binding the water
moleoules L36], polar groups forming H bonds with them C28, 29, 35],
amE, finally, apolar groups. from the adduced data It ast not be in.
farred that a certain component has made a contribution, nor even loes
mast anything be said about the models of Kaumonn or Klotz -- i.e.,
which of them reflects the real situation.* An attempt say also be made
to derive ims inforwation about this by studying the change in hydration
during denaturation of the acromolecules.

Nydration of Denatured Maeoxmlecules

Avail-

oD able experi-
SDNA DNA+H20 (mental data

SProcolltaro g Native on the denatu-
* o.glebin + Denatured ration change

in macromole-

cule hydration

J:Aare 

even 
mrconflicting

than the esti-
mates of hydra-
tion itself.

so"e
authors find
that in den&-

" • ' " " " -. -u -a -. -u -, sij turetion the
hydration is

fig. 3. Temperature De- Fig. 4. Temperature Do- reduced (29,
pendence of Partial Spe- pendence of Partial, Spe- 37-40]. Sose
cific Noat of Water in cific Beat of Water In believe that
Macromolecule Solutions Solution of Native and hydration is
vith Concentration of Denatured DNA. Solution stepped up
2 gram of Water per Grm contains 4 gram of Water during dams-

of Dry Weight. per Gram of Dry Weight. t42rtion [thr42] t others

Incline to the opinion that the denaturation ohanges in hydration are
extremly insignificant [26, 29, 43], but that the effects observed are
only artifacts. Thus, measurement of the absorption line observed by

Most foot of peop 7.
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NMO in DNA solutions when the temperature rises is caused not by the
change in water structure, but merely by the occurrence of air bubbles [26].

Taking into consideration the high sensitivity of the calorimetric
method of determining hydration it wes possible to expect that it would
give more reliable information on the given problem.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 give the curves of water melting in solutions
of native and denatured macromolecules. As is apparent, very essential
changes in distribution of charges and water contact with the macromole-
cule surface occur. The impression is produced that some of the ions
pass from the macromolecules into the solution and reduce its melting
temperature. In the case of DNA solutions other authors, proceeding
from a study of the change in electrical properties of the solutions,
have come to the same conclusion that denaturation is accompanied by a
restructuring of the ionic atmosphere (e.g., see [44, 45]).

In ad-
'4' dition t.. the

Procollagen (J Egg albumin + change In
o Native + H20 (1/3) shape of the
* Denatured o Native 1140 melting curves,

+ Denatured . however, their
S'I.-;, area also

changes, and
hence also
hydration.

elm- The re.
suits of
calorimetric

• * determination
,, -' - -~of hydrationX -0• -. .. . . ,, ,, I Arc 4- -b -O in native and

denature'!
Fig. 5. Temperature De- Fig. 6. Temperature De- preparations
pendence of Partial Spe- pendence of Partial Spe- are summarized
cific Heat of Water in cific Heat of Water in in Table 1I.
Solution of Native and Solution of Native and
Denatured Procollagen Denatured Egg Albumin As the
(2 grmo of water per (3 gram of water per table shows,
gram of dry weight) gram of dry weight) a certain rise

in hydration

*It must be noted that the hydration indexes of the globular
proteins which we determined are very close to the values obtained by
Fisher [46) proceeding from the assumption that only polar groups of
amino acids are found on the macromolecule surface. This coincidence
of experimental with theoretical findings undoubtedly serves as a veighty
argument in favor of the assumption that hydration in the native protein
proceeds basically at the expense of reaction of weter with polar groups.
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Is observed in all Cases, but this change is actually very small.

Table. It. Hydr.tion of Maromolt..ules in Certain consider-
Native a" 3sustured bCate ations may be expressed

to explain such a small
,. - " , rmama degree of effect.

__��__First, ordering

-Oby &polar groups is net the
lHK +ama '0.611 0.645 unique and possible not( A0 + s .525 even the main factor act-

0/)0,485 0.402 lugn upon the meter. There-
"BOA ( 0,46.3 0,330 fore, although the ordering

.0,31•3 0,332 . effect in denaturation
FmmAsý0 . .( - substantially rises, the

iw,•tr100-I (a o,=1 0,33 relative change in total

I =0(, /1 u. O1 5 ONm0,3 hydration is not great.

Second, In denatu-
WAy: (a) PTepGretion, (b) Hydration of ration there is far from
native preparations, (c) Hydration of de- .* hundred-percent char4s
natured preparations, (d) DNA + water (k), in tbh number of bonds in
(•) DNA 4 0.15 1 NaCI (1/5), (f) Procolle- the macromolecule. In
son + 0.15 14 citrate buffer (1/3), (S) Pre- particular, in the case
collagen + ;aer Q), (h) Serum all-is* + of the globular proteins
+ water (1/3), (i) Ig& albumin + mater it has hitherto been
(1/3), (j) I" albumin + 0.15 borate buf- doubtful whether denatu-
far, pl 10.0 (1/3), (k) Hemoglobin + ration may be regarded
mater (1/3), (1) Hemoglobin + 0.15 N4 as the transition of a
borate buffer pH 10 (1/3) dense compact formation

into a loose chaotic coil
ettrely impregnated with mater. It is very improbable that mater com-
pletely penetrates the hydrophobic enviroment and comes into contact
with the apolar groups.

There is also a third reason which mast undoubtedly have greatly
lomared the denaturation effect calorimetrically recorded -- since hydra-
tion is determined at a temperature below the denaturation temperature
(OC) a partial "collapse" of the structure maat occur, but this col-
lapse does not always mean "denaturation" in the sense of complete res-
toration of conformation. The aggregation of macromolecules also possibly
makes a contribution to reducing the effect.

In one way or another the above findings undoubtedly Indicate that
the hydration of macromlecules actually changes in denaturation, while
th change is alwmay positive -- the hydration of denatured macromole-
cules Is almays greater than that of native ones. This experimental
fact first imtuestionably serves as a corroboration of Kaumsan's model,
ani second drawm - attention to the close interoosnection between
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macromolecule conformation and the state of the water in the layers con-
tiguous to it. This situation is usually either neglected or simply
lost from sight when examining the conformation transformations of macro-
molecules in water -- which is hardly to be tolerated.

Conclusions

1. The question of the reciprocal influence of macromolecules
and the water layers adjacent to them is examined. The Kauzman and
Klotz models are compared.

2. Experimentalfindings on macromolecule hydration calotimetrtclly
obttned are cited.

3. The denaturation change of hydration is studied. It is demon-
strated that hydration of denatured macromolecules is greater than hy-
dration of native molecules, which speaks in favor of Kauzmann's model.
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